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I had a chance to make a playtest, and here are some of the issues I might have with my game. When I 
made the test, I was somehow tired, so I might have influenced the results, but it gives me an idea of 
how the game could feel like with less processing power (^_^).

1. Dual Casting Cost: The fact that each card has 2 casting cost increases the possible number of mana
combinations the player can do with the number of crystal he has which makes it more confusing to 
know which card he is allowed to play. I thought of a few solutions so far:

1.A: Make the casting cost of all the spells the same, like let say 3. It reduce the amount of spell 
combinations , but makes it easy to remember since there is only 1 value. There is also no need to place
the cost on the card and all spell will have a balanced ability.

1.B: Instead of spending mana, you can play a specific amount of cards per turn where it's cost is lower
the the crystals in the vault. So the resources are not split between cards. For example, you could play 2
cards per turn which can be either a creature and/or a spell. So either you summon 2 creature, cast 2 
spells or do one of each. The problem is that you will not be able to spawn multiple small creatures in 
the end of the game when you have a lot of mana. So if your opponents battle field is full of monsters , 
you cannot flood the battlefield with many smaller monsters. I think yogioh had a similar issue, and it 
could lead to a runaway leader syndrome. It also makes it easier to keep track of mana spending. So the
vault would simply be a delay to get better cards and in late game, you would use weaker card for their 
spell.

1.C: I could use groove energy as the only way to cast a spell while crystals will be used to summon 
creatures. Still I'll need another way to fill up the groove other than losing creatures and towers. Maybe
discarding your hand goes into your groove.

2. Impenetrable defenses: Another issue is that every creature being a blocker, it makes it harder to 
pierce though the enemy defenses as 1 good card can incite the opponent not to attack. But that could 
actually be a good thing because it forces players to use their spell to break their opponent's defenses. 
So it will not be possible to quickly win the game. In fact, in my playtest, it tooked me several turns 
before being able to destroy my first tower.

3. Odd Afflicted: Rotating creature to make them afflicted seemed kind of odd when you are used to 
tapping. But I think it is essential to the flow of the game, because it's one of the method you can use to
break your opponent's defenses. The only reall issue is that it's counter intuitive to what people are used
to due to magic the gathering.

4. Easy cards: I really like drawing your whole hand when you rune out of cards, but for this game, it 
seems to be too easy. It also makes spells that makes you draw or discard additional cards pointless. 
Most of the time, player get a full hand each 2 turns. So it's not that much of a trouble to decide which 
card to sacrifice in the vault. The solutions I though so far:



4A: Like in Hecatomb, you draw 2 cards per turn, since you could probably play more than 1 card. If 
your hand is empty, you draw 3 cards (instead of a whole hand of 5). This ways, you still get a benefit, 
but there is still an interest for card drawing spells,  and card discarding spells could be pretty deadly.

4B: In order to draw up to 5 cards you need to sacrifice something like a crystal in your vault. Still not 
much of a trouble since you can crystalize a new card on your next turn.

4C: Forfeit an action to make you draw extra cards, like place no crystal, and draw 1 extra card. 
Because eventually, when you'll have enough crystals, you might won't be adding more of them, so it 
might be just better to get cards instead. So at the end of the game, players would draw 3 cards per turn 
instead of 2. I still liked the drawing phase at the end of the turn so that you could have the time to read
your cards during opponent;s turn. So sacrificing a crystal is the same as not placing a crystal on next 
turn. So I could use method 4B but for 1 card only.

5. Cards are harder to analyze: Well that was something I was expecting. Having a spell and a 
creature on each card make its harder to analyze, so that you are not aware of all the possible options to
you. But I don't think I really want to get back to spell cards, even if now with a more impenetrable 
defense, they are actually more useful. The solutions so far:

5A: Reduce the number of creature abilities each card has. That has the drawback of reducing 
combinations and possible creature design which are already lower since the removal of spell like 
effects on the creatures.

5B: Standardize the spells for each collections which I failed to do in my design. Maybe for example, 
each sphere has 4 spells which repeat themselves from a card to another in all the cards of the same 
collections (20 spell per collection). Having less spells makes it easier to remember and reduces the 
analysis. Still, as new collections get released the number of spells will also increase.

5C: Like suggested in 1B, If the cost is compared instead of being spent and you only play 2 cards per 
turn, then you do not have to worry much about the cost of the card in the analysis. You only set aside 
cards you cannot use right now.

Conclusion: So this is it. It's not a complete failure, I think there is still something I can do about this 
game. I might try some of the solutions above with my new cards to see what could work.   


